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6th 

 

Science Week was a huge success after 

all the preparation leading up to it. 

Everyone had so much fun from Juniors 

to Sixth. Between balancing, balloon 

popping, making rainbows, blowing up 

balloons, making bubbles, making 

music, dancing raisins, stabbing potatoes 

and so much more I think we have done 

more than enough science to cover the 

rest of the school year. We opened up 

our show by letting 4 girls show off their 

balancing skills. Which was followed by 

tricks with water. After this a bouncing 

egg, goo and a hard liquid were just 

some included. We also made a rainbow. 

WOW. One of our other tricks was 

blowing up balloons with acid, one with 

vinegar and another with freshly 

squeezed lemon juice. Which acid was 

stronger? We also had a bubble in a 

cube.  One of the best tricks was the 

battle between Mr O'Mahony and Shane 
(transition year), trying to pull two 

phone books apart during the second 

show. Another show stopper was when 4 

of the boys from sixth class took on the 

4 chair challenge which the girls opened 

with.  We hope everybody enjoyed 
science week, but 5

th
 class ye better start 

looking for experiments now! 

 

 
 

November was a very eventful month here in Shanbally 

N.S. The highlight has to be both girls and boys teams 

playing in Pairc Uí Rinn. Unfortunately neither team 

were successful on the day, however it was a huge 

achievement and everybody involved should be very 

proud. The Open Night was a huge success and 6th class 

received a lot of compliments. The Science Fair was also 

an enjoyable day and we hope that everyone enjoyed it 

as much as we did. The Bazaar was such a fantastic 

event and a big thanks to everybody who showed up 

and of course The Parents Association for all the effort 

and hard work that they put into it. Congratulations to 

Ms. Boland who had her baby boy Iarlaith! 

I’m A Celebrity  Get Me Out Of Here consists of 12 celebrities 

deep in the Australian jungle fighting for food by doing bush 

tucker trials. The lack of food and the heat makes the celebrities 

strike out at the smallest of things. So far in I’m A Celebrity 

there’s been a lot of tension in camp, so the pressure to get 

food is on. In the last few episodes the pink team won immunity 

from the first public vote. While the others were banished to 

Snake Rock. George completed a bush tucker trial called Fright 

at the Movie's winning ten out of eleven stars. Susannah was 

the first to leave camp.  Followed by Brian. Who will go next? 

Tune in to find out! 

Ireland V Bosnia 
A few weeks ago Ireland played Bosnia in the European 
Qualifiers. They played in the Aviva Stadium. The first goal came 
from a penalty that Jon Walters placed into the right bottom 
corner while the goalie dived to the left. The next goal came 
from a free that Robbie Brady curled into the box where Jon 
Walters was waiting to hit it in to the top of the net. The final 
score was 2-0 to Ireland. COYBIG!!! 
 

Thanksgiving is celebrated on the last Thursday of November every year. 

Thanksgiving is a feast for people from America and Canada where they 

give thanks for all they have. Thanksgiving is much like Christmas in Ireland. 

The First Thanksgiving was celebrated in 1620. The English Pilgrims had it 

very rough when they first came to America. They worked with the Native 

Americans to hunt for animals and harvest crops. They had a feast for the 

Native Americans because they helped them. it was called Thanksgiving and 

it became a tradition for all Americans and is now celebrated annually. 

 

 

 


